[Benefits of the classical approach in surgery for pulmonary metastases].
Distant metastases remain a significant problem in the treatment of malignancies. Surgical management of pulmonary metastases is considered valuable from the oncological view only on condition that R0 resection can be achieved. The whole spectrum of resection procedures can be used, however most commonly, extraanatomic lung resections are employed. It has not been fully evaluated whether the same efficacy can be obtained with thoracoscopic procedures. The aim was to compare the study complication rates with literature data. The secondary aim was to evaluate the benefit of intraoperative lung palpation examination. The authors present a retrospective study in a group of subjects operated for secondary pulmonary malignancies in the Motol Charles University 2nd Medical Faculty and Faculty Hospital Surgical Clinic, from 2003 to 2007. The authors compared the patient group's morbidity and 30-day mortality rates with literature data. Preoperative CT findings, intraoperative palpation findings and histological examination findings were assessed. Postoperative morbidity of the operated subjects was 16.5%, postoperative 30-day mortality was 0%. The authors compared the preoperative diagnostic data based on CT, the intraoperative findings and histological findings. During the total of 77 surgical procedures, including open and VATS procedures, the authors performed intraoperative palpation examination and detected 60 foci (24.6% out of the total removed foci) previously undetected on CT. All of the foci were of less than 5mm and in 55 cases, the foci were proved metastases. The outcome data showing low postoperative morbidity rates and nul 30-day mortality have confirmed that pulmonary metastasectomy is a safe method, a part of the complex oncological management. A surgeon's palpation finding is considered unsubstitutable in the detection of all lung foci and for necessary orientation in order to identify the safety margin in wedge resections. Therefore, the authors prefer the open or videoassissted approach to purely miniinvasive procedures.